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Do you accelerate or put the brakes on innovation?	  

 
What makes one company more innovative than another? 
It is more than just size, leadership, or technology; the 
culture you create and reinforce every day will drive 
innovative behavior, which delivers results. The Innovation 
Spiral can either catapult your innovation and success or 
bring it to a grinding halt. 
 
Take the Innovation Inventory Measurement© today and 
find out where your company stands. Then discover the 
five crucial steps to accelerating innovation and improve 
your probability of success. 
 
 
 

 
When innovation grinds to a halt. 
 
It could have been a very different story for Blackberry; how does a market leader fall from grace so badly 
that they have to admit defeat and announce a last-ditch effort to sell the company? Microsoft’s acquisition 
of Nokia indicates that they have no need to purchase Blackberry. According to Gartner, Blackberry's 
market share has plummeted from 50% in 2009 to less than 3%. How did Blackberry lose the hearts and 
dollars of their customers? During this decline, why didn't any of the rumored acquisitions by Microsoft, 
HTC, Amazon, or Samsung materialize? 
 
Five Lessons CEOs Can Learn from Blackberry's Failure to Innovate 
1. Match the leader to the market. 
Thorsten Heins knew Blackberry inside out when he took the CEO role in January 2012, yet he still 
claimed the company did not need to change and there was nothing wrong when he was appointed. If you 
appoint an internal CEO, surround him or her with disruptive and diverse thinkers to balance their 
approach. This ultimately lead to his dismissal in November 2013. 
2. If you have a PR disaster, acknowledge it, fix it, and move on. 
Blackberry has not put their customers first. Customers still haven't forgotten the four-day outage in 
2011when the company failed to quickly acknowledge or respond to the issues. Still today they suffer 
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embarrassment, whether it is inappropriate behavior from executives on flights or an executive refusing to 
acknowledge iPhone in an interview. Transparent communication with customers about the good, bad, and 
ugly of your company is essential to build trust and loyalty. 
3. Admit your failures and learn from them. 
Innovative companies know how to fail fast and learn from both successes and failures. Blackberry took too 
long to acknowledge that Playbook and Q10 were not successful. Decisions took too long; meanwhile the 
competition raced ahead. 
4. Make sure employees are focused on customers, products, and profits. 
Innovative companies make sure their employees’ energy and time are focused on customers, products, and 
profits. You only have to listen in to conversations in the company coffee line and hallways to find out what 
people are talking about. Too much energy wasted on rumor, speculation, and hearsay is a major 
distraction. Blackberry has been criticized for the way they executed eliminating 5,000 jobs, because they 
failed to target those underperforming or coasting along in their roles. Tolerating mediocrity drives away 
top performers and prevents you from attracting the best people. The latest for-sale speculation will 
exacerbate this problem further. 
5. Create a culture that accelerates innovation 
Take a candid look at your company culture; don't be in denial as Heins was for too many years. 
  
 

 
 

Case Study: The Kinect Innovation for Xbox 
 
XBOX had just written off $1B for quality problems with Xbox 360. Nintendo's Wii was 
the hot wanted item of holiday 2006. Xbox had a reputation as a hard-core gaming device 
that was close to becoming irrelevant outside of North American teenage boys. 
 
I worked with the Xbox leadership team to create a radical approach to achieving the goal 
of broadening Xbox’s appeal from a narrow demographic of gamers that liked to race cars 
and shoot things to a widely appealing family entertainment device. I designed and 
facilitated an innovation program to broaden the minds and possibilities for Xbox. 
 
We brought together a diverse group of leaders, partners, and creative and technical 
experts in a remote location and broke every cultural rule in the Microsoft book of doing 
business. No laptops, no PowerPoint, no spreadsheets. Invitations were earned by 
expertise not seniority in the business. Three days of play, immersing ourselves in 
customers’ lives, competitors’ products, and the broader entertainment industry. Small 
teams had artists to visually capture thoughts and ideas, and a science fair midway through 
allowed people to hear others’ ideas and build on them (not ridicule or trash them). It 
culminated in a verbal pitch session VC-style to a panel of executives back on campus at 
the end of the week. One of the ideas was for a 3D camera that you could control with 
your body and your voice. Kinect was born—the device that sold 10m devices in 3 
months, setting a new Guinness Book of World Records for the fastest-selling device of all 
time—and it has now sold 20 million devices and repositioned Xbox as an entertainment 
hub for the living room.	  	  
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Innovation Inventory Measurement©  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Your Innovation Inventory Measurement Score© 
 
 
18–20: Congratulations—You lead the way for how to create a culture that accelerates 
innovation; do not lose sight of the high standards you have set as you grow. I would love to 
hear from you to feature you in a future article on innovation; please contact me. 
15–17: Nearly there!—You stand out from the crowd as a company that innovates. You 
have a few blind spots, focus on those quickly and you will create outstanding results. 
7–14: Danger Zone—You have some great practices, but you have a number of gaps that 
will cripple your ability to build great products and delight customers. Pay attention to what 
you are missing and develop a plan to accelerate changes in those areas. 
<6: Blackberry Inc.—Watch out! Your competition will shortly pass you by. If you are 
not losing customers now, you soon will be. You need to radically overhaul how you run 
your company to drive business growth. Get help. Fast.	  	  
 

Innovation Inventory Measurement© 
 
Score 1 point for each statement you agree with. 
Today: 
1. We create freedom to play and experiment. 
2. Innovation is linked to our overall business goals. 
3. If there is a good idea, we rapidly fund it with people and dollars. 
4. We are quick to sunset failing projects gracefully. 
5. We take time to learn from successes and failures without blame. 
6. We are candid and transparent in our communication to customers and employees. 
7. We recognize speed is sometimes more important than perfection. 
8. We reward innovation success and failed attempts. 
9. It is okay to challenge the status quo, regardless of hierarchy. 
10. Innovation is a focus in our hiring, communications, and training. 
 
Future focus: 
11. We have alternative approaches to acquiring expertise and talent. 
12. We incorporate the voice of youth in our product strategy and community outreach. 
13. Our communications to our employees and customers raise eyebrows, grab attention, and 
make an impact. 
14. We encourage meeting-free days and create freedom and space to think. 
15. We don’t care where you work or how you work as long as you deliver your results and act 
within the company values. 
16. We regularly listen to our top people and hear personal stories of how they would like the 
workplace to improve, and then we take action. 
17. We have a robust personal referral program that delivers high-quality candidate referrals. 
18. The marketing for our company and our pivotal leaders is leading edge and grabs attention. 
19. Our egos do not prevent us from seeking expert help; even the most successful leaders seek 
ways to further accelerate their success. 
20. We reward against company, team, and individual achievements in that order. 
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Five actions for tomorrow 
 
These assessments and quizzes are only as useful as the concrete action you take as a result. Here are five 
actions you can take tomorrow that will propel your business forward. 
 
1. Take a seat—A workspace hinders innovation and creativity. Take a seat at five different spots in 
your company.  Pay attention with your eyes and your ears. Decide what you would want to change and do 
it. Repeat often. 
2. Complete the Innovation Inventory Measurement© above and develop a plan to address 
your gaps. 
3. Look in the mirror—Leaders have to love their job. If you want to inspire and motivate others, you 
should be having fun. You can see this for yourself when you watch and listen to leaders describe their job 
and their company. Are you in your “perfect ten” job? Do your eyes sparkle when you talk about your 
company and the work you do? 
4. Court the contrary—Gather five of your most contrarian employees and invite them to a discussion 
about your current vision and strategy. Ask them what is holding it back, how you can accelerate 
innovation, and what you personally can do as a leader to improve the probability of success. 
5. Reflect and learn—Take the team from your most innovative product and the team from your last 
product that failed. Complete a post-mortem on what worked and what got in the way with both teams. 
Compare notes and take action on what you learned. 
 
For faster results, contact me and we can construct a plan together for building a culture that accelerates 
innovation. Let me know your Innovation Inventory Measurement © score, and we can discuss ways I can 
help you improve it. If you want to hear more about what the world-leading innovative companies are 
doing to accelerate innovation and learn proven techniques you can apply in your business tomorrow, call 
me: 626 387 7600. 
 
Val Wright 
val@valwrightconsulting.com 
www.valwrightconsulting.com 
 


